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for Ball and his mom



My dear fluffy Balltze (Cheems) :
I just want to tell you that have a positive impact on 
my life. You brought joy to the internet in a very 
critical historic moment. I admit that I have a funny 
picture collection of you. I printed the most of them 
and every time I see them, they make me smile. 
Thanks for bring to life Cheems and let our 
creativity to fly away, you are the muse for many 
artist. Never forget that you are the dog the most 
important and loved in Latin America. 

Kind regards,
Patricia B
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Thank you Kathy for sharing your photos.

Hugo Chávez  M.



When it comes from Facebook
nothing is planned, everything
happens on the fly and in an
unpredictable way.

On May 19, 2022, Cheems' pages,
groups and followers were
shocked with the news that
Balltze was in delicate health.
Immediately, a flood of well
wishes, expressions of love and
concern began to set the pace. 

Presentation
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This compilation gathers the
answers that Cheems users
and followers wrote in
response to the question
"What does Cheems mean to
you?" on the Facebook page
Revicheems. At the same time,
many of us did our best to
translate into English what
we felt from our mother
tongue that branches out
regionally throughout Latin
America, and it’s Spanish. 

Getting these messages across
is an attempt to reduce the
physical distance, because the
emotional distance has long
already been exceeded. And
an example of this was the
anxiety over Cheems' health
on May 19.

Hugo Chávez M. (editor)
Patricia B. (translation)
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"What does Cheems mean to you?"
"¿Qué significa Cheems para ti?"
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@damuwur
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Hugo Chávez

Daniel Romero

Leo Flores

*Los mensajes a Cheems conservaron su escritura original, es decir, no hubo labor 
de edición o correción por respeto a l@s autores, ya que buscamos plasmar 
nuestros sentimientos y los sentimientos no son suceptibles de correción.
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Sadart of dreams




